1. If I send my CV (resume) directly to you, will you admit me? 
Sorry but no. We are not able to consider an applicant’s suitability or eligibility without a complete application, including all the supporting documents. If you want to be considered for admission, you must submit an application using our online applications system (which is referred to with the University as EUCLID).
www.ed.ac.uk/studying/postgraduate/applying/how-to-apply

2. Is there an application fee? 
We do not charge a fee for you to apply for admission. However, applicants receiving an offer of admission for a taught MSc degree programme, either unconditional or conditional, will be asked to pay a non-refundable tuition fee deposit of £1,500 to secure their place on the programme by 31st March.

3. Is there an application deadline? 
You can apply at any time. However, to be considered for funding, you need to apply within the appropriate funding round. An early application is particularly important for overseas (non-EU) applicants. See our factsheet: Frequently asked questions on Scholarships & funding

4. Does submitting an application mean I am automatically considered for funding or scholarships? 
No. See our factsheet: Frequently asked questions on Scholarships & funding I need to address my application to one of your research institutes.

5. Which one should I pick? 
Consult the following web pages about each of the institutes to learn about their work: 
www.ed.ac.uk/informatics/postgraduate/research-degrees/research-topics
www.ed.ac.uk/informatics/research/institutes

If you have chosen a research topic from the following web page, then pick the institute corresponding to the person listed under ‘Contact’. 
www.ed.ac.uk/informatics/postgraduate/fees/research-grant-funding

Information about other topics of interest to potential supervisors may be found in our research directory: www.ed.ac.uk/informatics/research/directory

6. I am interested in two institutes / two topics. Which one should I pick? 
Pick the one that seems most appropriate and mention prominently at the top of your research proposal that you are also interested in topic X / in institute Y.
7. What documents do you need in support of my application?
When you make an application online, via EUCLID, you would normally also upload:

- A degree certificate and academic transcript for each degree you currently hold, or an interim transcript for degrees you are currently studying.
- If your first language is not English, a language certificate showing evidence of your proficiency in English (see section 12).
- Two letters of reference. Alternatively, you can indicate in your application that you want us to contact your referees to ask them to upload their references.
- For research degrees only: a research proposal (see section 13). You may also upload additional supporting documents that you think will help us to assess your application.

If you do not have all these documents to hand when you complete the online application form, you can submit your online application without them and you will be asked to provide them later in the application process. However, you should note that we cannot consider your application for admission until all the documents noted above (apart from an English language certificate) have been received.

8. What if I don’t have my degree certificate yet?
EUCLID may automatically ask you to provide your degree certificate but if your studies are not yet complete you will not be able to provide this. We can still consider your application without the certificate, so this will not delay processing.

However, if your application is successful, your offer of admission will be conditional on you providing the certificate as soon as it becomes available, i.e. once you complete your degree. Meanwhile, you should include your interim academic transcript so we can assess your current progress towards your degree.

9. What is an academic transcript and how do I obtain it? What is an interim transcript?
An academic transcript is a list of all courses taken, all grades received, all honours awarded and degrees conferred. An interim transcript provides similar information for degrees you are yet to complete (it may also show the expected grade or level of award if you are near the end of the programme of study).

The transcript is usually issued by Student Administration/Student Information Point (or equivalent) of the relevant institution. If the transcript is not in English you will also need to submit a certified translation (see section 10).
10. What if my documents are not in English?
Where your original degree certificate, academic transcript, or other relevant documents are not in English you must provide an officially certified translation. This means:

- a translation certified as accurate by the institution that issued the certificate or transcript OR
- a translation certified as accurate by the British Council, a British Embassy or Consulate OR
- a translation certified as accurate by a professional translation service

11. Do I need a Master’s degree to apply for a PhD?
No. We may however suggest to some applicants that they study for a Master’s degree before coming to do a PhD, if we consider that additional preparation is necessary. Also, some funding sources provide four years of funding covering an MSc followed by a PhD.

12. What evidence of proficiency in English do you require?
If English is not your first language then you must submit a copy of a recent English language test certificate.

Any offer of a place will be conditional on you obtaining a required score on this test: If you completed a CAE or CPE before January 2015 please contact the Admissions Office for the accepted grades.

The English language qualifications we accept are listed below. All applicants must have one of the following qualifications as evidence of their English language ability:

- an undergraduate or masters degree, that was taught and assessed in English in a majority English speaking country as defined by UK Visas and Immigration
- IELTS Academic: total 6.5 with at least 6.0 in each component
- TOEFL-iBT: total 92 with at least 20 in each section
- PTE(A): total 61 with at least 56 in each of the Communicative Skills scores
- CAE and CPE: total 176 with at least 169 in each paper
- Trinity ISE: ISE II with distinctions in all four components

Degrees taught and assessed in English must be no more than two and a half years old at the beginning of your degree programme. Language tests must be no more than two years old at the beginning of your degree programme.

13. What is a research proposal?
When you apply for a research degree (PhD, MPhil or MSc by Research) you will be asked to indicate a proposed topic of study, and to submit a research proposal describing your proposed research topic in more detail. This would normally be 1-2 pages long (and cannot be uploaded if it exceeds 4MB). What you write here is not binding on what you will finally study, but will give us a useful impression of your background, interests and ideas.
It is very important in assessing your application, and potential supervisors will be looking at your proposal for evidence that you have an appropriate background knowledge for the topic area, and your own ideas about how research on that topic should best be taken forward. If you have not yet decided on a precise area of study, please tell us about areas of Informatics that you find most interesting and why, in as much detail as possible.

If you have contacted a potential supervisor before you make your application, they may be willing to advise you in the preparation of your research proposal.

www.ed.ac.uk/studying/postgraduate/applying/research-proposals

14. What do you mean by ‘first or upper second class honours degree or its equivalent’?
The University of Edinburgh requires all postgraduate research students to hold at least a first or upper second class honours degree or its equivalent before they can be admitted to a higher degree.

A first class honours degree is typically achieved by about 10% of candidates and an upper second class honours degree is typically achieved by approximately the next 30% of candidates.

We take the ranking of the university at which you studied into account in determining whether or not your degree is equivalent to a first or upper second class honours degree in the UK.

We will normally reject applications from candidates whose degrees are not of this standard, in the absence of highly relevant work or other experience. Note that this is a minimum standard, and a higher standard may be needed for your application to be competitive for admission or funding.

15. How is my application accessed?
Applications are first checked for completeness: you may be asked to provide missing information. They are then assessed by at least two academic staff members within the Institute to which you have applied.

You may be invited for interview or interviewed by phone at this stage.

Usually, a first decision is made about admission: students can potentially be admitted if they meet our high academic standards and a staff member is willing to act as their supervisor. Students eligible for admission are then further considered for funding; in general, we cannot offer funding to all admissible students but try to fund as many admissible students as possible.

Admission decisions will be communicated to you through the EUCLID system; most funding decisions will be communicated to you informally by email and formally by an ‘offer’ letter. We try to make most offers around March, but there can be many factors that delay a decision, in which case we will try to keep you informed about the status of your application.
16. I have received an offer from another university before hearing your decision, and I need to respond. What should I do?
Sometimes we can make early offers to exceptional candidates who have received an offer from elsewhere and need to respond before our offer is due. Please contact us if you are in that position. (General contact details may be found at the end of this factsheet). Expect us to take a few days to come to a decision.

17. I am applying for external funding, and I need an offer from you to apply, but have not yet heard your decision. What should I do?
We are sometimes able to make early admission decisions for applicants who need this information to apply for funding. Please contact us if you are in that position. Expect us to take a few days to come to a decision.

18. You have accepted me as a PhD student, but the letter says that you cannot yet offer funding. What does that mean?
We may let you know about your admission status before we have made the funding decision. If a funding decision has been made, the offer letter should clearly state either the source of funding, OR that you are expected to fund yourself. If it does not state either, then the decision has not been made, and a further letter concerning funding will follow. In the meantime, you might well be able to use the offer of admission to apply for alternative sources of funding yourself.

19. You have accepted me as a PhD student, but the letter says that you expect me to be self-funding. Can I assume I will find funding once I arrive?
No. When you accept a self-funded place, you are agreeing to fully cover the costs of study, which is clearly set out in advance, from your own resources. If we have not offered funding, our decision is not subject to revision.

20. May I transfer to the University of Edinburgh from another university?
Under certain, rare, circumstances it may be possible to arrange for you to transfer from another institution and for you to complete your PhD at the University of Edinburgh. You should apply to us in the normal way and contact us to explain your circumstances. When an application for transfer is accepted, the amount of ‘credit’ allowed for study elsewhere is determined on a case-by-case basis.

21. I have another question, who do I ask?

Taught MSc enquiries:
Tel: +44 (0) 131 650 5194
Email: inf-dot@ed.ac.uk

PhD, MPhil and MSc by Research enquiries
Tel: +44 (0) 131 650 3091
Email: phd-admissions@inf.ed.ac.uk